SovranoCoin (SVR) is a revolutionary Proof of Stake (PoS) + Masternode based on the
ZeroCoin blockchain with incredible anonymity, integrity and quality are the 3 pillars of a strong
cryptocurrency. SVR differentiates itself from other cryptocurrencies by providing a fast, secure
and stable platform to grow mass adoption globally. SVR is able to ensure that coin holders may
store, send and receive coins anonymously and securely through the use of both desktop and
mobile wallets.

SVR Coin is built as a modified fork of Goldiamcoin and has kept sustainability top-ofmind with SVR being a 100% Proof of Stake Masternode currency. At just 90 seconds, block
times go incredibly faster than the parent Zerocoin, without having the negative environmental
impact of high energy POW mining. As we continue, we will help you understand the core
specifications, functionality and features of SVR Coin.

KEY FEATURES
Sustainability :
SVR uses 100% Proof of Stake for block generation thereby eliminating high energy
utility incurred by Proof of Work mining.

High Proof of Stake Rewards :
Block rewards will continue scaling down over time to curb inflation and keep supply
low and fixed, which will prove to be very profitable for every investor.

Secure and Fast :
As more SVR Masternodes are enabled, the network becomes more secure with faster
transactions and more rewards. It is also notable to mention that we have a remarkable number
of masternodes running already and ebtrant at any point put every user at an advantaged
position.

Simplified POS Rewards :
SVR Coin holders may simply leave their desktop wallet applications open to receive
POS block rewards, it is that simple! Users don’t have to do anything more than just hold SVR
coins or run their masternode(s).

Global Transactions :
Enjoy the ability to send and receive SVR Coin instantly across the globe using our
desktop clients and mobile wallets. Currently our mobile wallets are under development and
will be made available to users soon.

Anonymity Preservation :
We know blockchain users have been yearning for total anonymity, more secure
transactions and masking of addresses. We respond to this yearning with our project; private
and fully anonymous transactions keep your wealth and identity safe and secure.

Great Value :
6,000,000 fixed coin supply will last over 15+ years generating material block rewards.

Absolute Proof of Stake :
On SovranoCoin, there are no hidden charges, no Proof of Work or unfair start. The
process is very simple and transparency is our watch word. All coins burnt are made public, our
explorers are readily accessible, our community contribute in some of our decision making, our
customer support is efficient and our track record has given us an edge. All you have to do is
simply mint coins by holding SVR in your wallet. The process is very energy efficient and comes
with very low maintenance costs.

Inflation Resistant :
We take a lot of steps to make sure that we prevent inflation of any sort in our project,
to ensure that our investors profit from their investment. Some of the measures we have taken
to ensure this are: Masternodes locking coins, halving block rewards, incentivizing SVR holding
with 0.8 MN/0.2 staking reward split. global adoption through utility as users can make
purchases with SVR, Speed and Security.

COIN SPECIFICATIONS
Sustainability and Consistency
Algorithm
- Quark
Mining
- 100% Proof of Stake
Block Time
- 90 Seconds
Total Supply - 6.000.000 SVR Coins
Premine
- 110.000 (1.83%) SVR Coins
Masternode
- 1000 SVR Coins
Block Rewards - 0.8 MN/0.2 staking
Maturity
- 30 Minutes
Max Supply
- 15+ Years

BLOCK REWARDS (Longevity is paramount)
BLOCK AND REWARD TABLE
▫️Block
▪️Reward
▫️0 - 20000
▪️0.7 coin (0.8 MN/0.2 staking)
▫️20001- 40000
▪️0.9 coin
▫️40001- 60000
▪️1.1 coin
▫️60001- 80000
▪️1.3 coin
▫️80001- 100000
▪️1.5 coin
▫️100001- 120000
▪️1.7 coin
▫️120001- 140000
▪️1.9 coin
▫️140001- 160000
▪️2.1 coin
▫️160001- 180000
▪️2.3 coin
▫️180001- 200000
▪️2.5 coin
▫️200001- 250000
▪️2.3 coin
▫️250001- 300000
▪️1.9 coin
▫️300001- 350000
▪️1.7 coin
▫️350001- 400000
▪️1.5 coin
▫️400001- 450000
▪️1.3 coin
▫️450001- 500000
▪️1.1 coin
▫️500001- 600000
▪️0.9 coin
▫️600001- 700000 unlimited ▪️0.7 coin

Note:
1000SVR = 1 Masternode

OPEN SOURCE CODE
SVR Coin is a PoS + Masternode currency on Zerocoin as a parent platform. We
decided to launch out on Zerocoin as the parent codebase because of its proven foundations,
algorithm and efficient and transparent block reward distribution system. SVR Coin separates
itself through longevity supporting coin specifications, customized QT wallets, explicit
Masternode and POS wallet block rewards and an intentionally low maximum coin supply of
6,000,000 SVR Coins for value sustainability. All core codes for SVR Coin is completely open
source and can be accessible on Github in a dedicated repository under the MIT License:
https://github.com/SovranoCoin. Community members may use the available codes to create
use cases of their own, and have full permission to do so whether these uses be for private or
commercial use.

SVR MASTERNODES
Although SVR Coin was developed as Masternode currency; however, it is optional to
also secure the network without the requirements of a Masternode. As a result, Masternode
holders will receive a higher block reward due to their securing the network through locking
collateral. 1,000SVR coins will be required to secure the network with a Masternode. As more
Masternodes are activated over time, more of the static coin supply will be locked.
Subsequently, running of more Masternodes also enables increase in transaction
speeds. Ultimately, we strongly believe that taking into consideration these variables, a
situation of hyperinflation almost becomes a non-issue.

DESKTOP WALLETS
Because we are a global project, hence all three major operating systems in the world
which are: Windows, Mac OS and Linux all have functioning SVR Coin desktop wallet clients
since our genesis block. Desktop wallets are essential to the growth of SVR Coin, as it is only
through these means that Masternode collateral is able to be locked and Masternodes enabled.
SVR Coin staking functionality, as outlined in the “SVR Masternode” and “Proof of Stake”
sections that follow, are only currently available in the desktop wallet applications while mobile
wallets are under development. Transparency is essential and all anonymous transaction
details, including staking, and the number of Masternodes online are available on the official
SVR Explorer https://explorer.sovranocoin.com. As an added measure to prevent
hyperinflation, each transaction fee on the SVR Blockchain is burned in its entirety. Each of the
4 desktop wallet versions are available for download on GitHub.

PROOF OF STAKE
One additional way to generate SVR coins is to hold one SVR coin in any of our clients
or Wallets. There is no collateral involved, meaning that one does not need to buy a specific
amount of SVR Coins for this block reward split. It is also not necessary for one to lock their
wallet for staking. The rewards are distributed by network weight; therefore, if one wishes to
attain block rewards at higher frequencies, they will require more SVR Coins. The more coins
one has, the likelihood that they will be able to mine the current block of SVR Coin. This opens
our doors to every user, no matter their financial capacity to get rewarded just by holding a
coin.

MOBILE WALLETS
To further promote international merchant adoption, we are working on both
Android and iOS Mobile wallets. The SVR Mobile Wallet application will allow users to quickly
and easily send, receive and store SVR Coins on their mobile smartphone. Users enjoy the ability
to use a QR code to simply send or receive SVR between mobile wallets. This opportunity will
provide a means of receiving and sending SVR coins on the go!
This allows merchants to receive mobile payments seamlessly and instantly for their
goods and services. By using the SVR Mobile Wallet, one will be able to quickly send SVR
between both mobile and desktop wallet applications as well. As with the desktop wallets, all
transaction fees for SVR Coin are burned from the total circulating supply of the coin, helping
reduce hyperinflation, and increasing the longevity of the currency. Mobile staking and block
reward generation is currently under development due to popular demand.

MERCHANT ADOPTION
The ultimate value of any cryptocurrency in the function of money is measured in its
adoption and use cases worldwide, by both merchants and customers for daily transactions.
SVR Coin’s utility, speed and security has made the coin very endearing, thereby
increasing global acceptability as a means of payment in businesses worldwide. Presently, SVR
Coin is used to purchase VPS and will also be used to purchase Diamond, Gold and more which
can be shipped to any location of choice worldwide at a cost. SVR’s multiple open markets
trading pair other cryptocurrencies like BTC, ETH, USDT etc., lowers the barrier of entry, and
provides merchants in locations where fiat is struggling, to earn and receive currency of value
for their goods and services. SVR provides a credible alternative.

Disclaimer

We will like to categorically state that the information contained within this White
Paper, as well as contents on our Discord channels, along with the SVR Coin website and Forum,
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, BitcoinTalk Announcement or Telegram channels and any other
channel (mentioned or not) shall not be construed to be financial, legal or tax advice in any
form. The content of this White Paper and all other SVR Coin contents are just informative
material to enable potential investors make decisions based on their research and the features
of our project.
Every content on SVR Coin’s Discord server, its categories and channels, along with all
SVR Coin social media and web contents, do not guarantee any particular outcome due to the
volatility of the cryptocurrency market conditions.
It is also worthy to note that past performances does not indicate future results
whether good or bad. This is not an offer to sell securities. SVR Coin is not a security. SVR Coin
is 100% P2P decentralized open source currency run by a credible team of developers. Never
invest more than you can afford to lose.
You should consult with your professional advisors before purchasing any
cryptocurrencies. If you wish to trade on any exchanges, please only do so at your own risk. The
core team of SVR is not responsible for your decision to trade or any losses incurred from
trading on any platform whatsoever.

SOVRANOCOIN (SVR) PARTNERS ALBERTI GIOIELLI (S.R.L.)
Over the last few months owing to the disruption caused by the rise of blockchain technology,
which has seen consumers purchasing goods with cryptocurrency, and marchants doing all they can to
make sure they integrate cryptocurrency payments for their goods just to satisfy customers who are
eager to be anonymous during transactions and this has brought about a great turn of events in the
financial world.

Most blockchain projects have successfully integrated into institutions, merged with wholesale
and retail companies thereby enabling consumers to use cryptocurrency to purchase goods, in this light
Sovranocoin has not been left out in this development.

Sovranocoin (SVR) has been revolutionary from inception, launched by founders of Smartchain
technology after a successful outing with Goldiamcoin, innovation saw them moving to a Proof of Stake
+ Masternode to enable investor make profit in the easiest way possible. The SVR coin project makes it
easy to own and run a Masternode, all a user has to do is download a desktop client, purchase a required
amount of SVR coin to run a Masternode and then launch your Masternode.

To further increase the value of the SVR coin through usability by consumers and adoption by
merchants, the Co-founder Mr. Walid Messaoudi through his firm Bitluxury Company Slovenia have
signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Mr. Massimo Alberti, CEO of Alberti Gioielli (S.R.L.), a
jewelry manufacturing company in Valenza, Province of Alessandria, Italy.

This new development will enable the Sovranocoin community and anyone across the globe
holding SVR coin to purchase 0.3 carat diamond stones GIA certified, using SVR coin and have it delivered
to them in any location of their choice at a shipping cost. This is great news to the Sovranocoin project
and her community as the project hits another milestone. There are yet several milestones on the
roadmap to be achieved, but this agreement for SVR adoption is an indicator for more to come.

The project founders expect that with this new development the SVR community and investor will
be poised to do more and continue supporting the team as there are yet other milestones to be
announced in no distant time.

SVR Road Map
TIMELINE
Here is a roadmap our diligent team is working hard to achieve

Q1-2019

SVR Marketplace with
Amazing products

Web Wallet & Specialized
Merchant and Woocommerce
plugin

Q2-2019
Start Jewellery market (real
Diamonds Stone) SVR
accept payment

SVR Money transfer
platforme

Q4-2019

Q1-2020
SVR ATM Machine
Crypto/Fiat accept

App mobile money
transfer

Q2-2020

Q3-2020

Connect SVR Money
transfer platform to**prepayed Mastercard

Links :
▪

Website: https://sovranocoin.com

▪

Github:https://github.com/SovranoCoin/sovranocoin

▪

Explorers: http://explorer.sovranocoin.com
https://cryptogods.net/explorer/sovranocoin/
https://bchain.info/SVR/

▪

Bitcointalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5115081.new#new

▪

Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/SovranoCoin

▪

Twitter:https://twitter.com/CoinSovrano

▪

Telegram:https://t.me/SovranoCoin

▪

Discord:https://discord.gg/2yZKVkn

▪

Medium:https://medium.com/@SovranoCoin

▪

Steemit:https://steemit.com/@sovranocoin
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